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Abstract

This research examines the pivotal role of transient fuel spray in internal
combustion engines, primarily focusing on their influence on dual-fuel (DF)
engines. In the case of dual-fuel (DF) engines functioning in a gas mode, the
controlling of the primary fuel’s ignition is usually managed through the direct
injection of liquid pilot fuel. The initial penetration and overall quantity of
liquid pilot fuel play a significant role in influencing both the emissions released
in the exhaust and the stability of combustion. Different methodologies are
employed here to comprehensively explore spray characteristics from multi-
hole diesel fuel injectors within a constant-volume spray chamber. The first
methodology involves using a nozzle equipped with a thimble structure to
isolate a single plume. In contrast, the second approach, known as plume-
blocking, entails sealing the orifices of the multi-hole nozzle to generate a single
spray plume. Comparisons between these methods reveal that plume-blocking
achieves superior spray penetration, although with potential limitations in its
applicability to single-spray studies. Furthermore, the research highlights that a
clogged nozzle displays distinct spray characteristics compared to an multi-hole
(MH) nozzle, whereas a thimble-equipped nozzle yields similar outcomes to the
standard MH nozzle. The blocking of orifices within the nozzle modifies the flow
distribution within the sac volume, thereby influencing spray characteristics.
Another aspect of this study addresses concerns arising from inconsistent
performance attributed to manufacturing variations in diesel injectors. The
research carefully examines sprays from four different injectors. Experimental
studies are conducted under diverse injection conditions, including varying
ambient gas densities, injection pressures. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
analysis is employed to investigate variations in spray penetration length
among the injectors, providing details on both symmetric and asymmetric
spray behaviours. Furthermore, the study investigates into the behaviour of
transient single spray, utilizing a thimble approach, under high-pressure and
high-temperature conditions. To maintain an inert and reactive atmosphere,
pre-combustion of a lean hydrogen-air mixture is thoroughly achieved. The
evaporating and non-reacting spray investigation takes place with the gas
composition inside the chamber maintained at approximately 0% oxygen.
Spray vapour phases are captured using shadowgraph and Schlieren imaging
techniques. Additionally, the study explores the reactive spray with increasing
oxygen levels above 0%, employing natural luminosity and Schlieren imaging.
The conditions include a temperature range between 400 and 1000 K and
fuel injection pressures ranging from 1700 to 2100 bar, resulting in simulated
mixture densities ranging from approximately 14.62 to 27.69 kg/m3. The study
emphasizes the considerable effects that temperature, density, and injection
pressure have on the characteristics of these sprays.

Keywords

Spray characteristics, thimble structure, clogged nozzle, non-evaporative and
reactive spray
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Conventional diesel engines are highly valued for their compatibility, efficiency,
dependability, and cost-effectiveness, and energy density. However, they emit
oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and particulate matter (PM), which are detrimental to
human life and the environment [1]. Alternative fuels are being recognized as a
potential solution to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and address the challenge
of balancing energy demands with dwindling oil reserves [2]. In this context,
natural gas is gaining attention as a promising and viable alternative energy
source for conventional diesel engines [3], which is also affordable and available
worldwide [4]. Today, natural gas is widely regarded as a viable transition
fuel, bridging the gap until fully carbon-free and green e-fuels become readily
available. Natural gas is a crucial fuel source predominantly extracted from
onshore and offshore dedicated gas fields. During extraction, it often contains
water and CO2 which are subsequently separated. The gas is then refined
to isolate lighter hydrocarbons from the heavier ones, such as methane and
ethane. This lighter fraction can be compressed into Compressed Natural
Gas (CNG) or liquefied into Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) for various uses [5].
While some natural gas also emerges alongside oil extraction, the dedicated
natural gas fields remain the primary source. In dual-fuel (DF) compression
ignition (CI) engines, natural gas exhibits poor ignition characteristics due to
its lower cetane number and auto-ignition temperature compared to diesel fuel
[6]. Therefore, an ignition source is always necessary to ignite the natural gas
in the cylinder. During the intake stroke, gas is introduced into the cylinder,
and a small amount of high-cetane fuel (Diesel) is used to ignite the lean
air-gas mixture. To achieve low NOx emissions, injected fuel must be minimal.
Typically, injecting less than 10% diesel fuel at nominal load results in NOx

emissions approximately one-tenth of a standard diesel engine [7]. Moreover,
to avoid knocking and misfiring while operating DF engines in gas mode, the
timing and quantity of micro-pilot injection must be precisely controlled to
keep each cylinder at its optimal operating point [8].

Therefore, gaining a deeper understanding of pilot spray atomization and
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

its transient behavior could be crucial in ensuring optimal performance of DF
engines, where fuel mixture formation is a critical aspect that significantly
affects engine performance and emissions. To study this process, researchers
have extensively investigated diesel sprays produced by common-rail injectors
with single-hole and multi-hole nozzles in a high-pressure chamber using various
visualization methods [9]–[12]. Some have even used custom-made single-hole
nozzles, while others have modified multi-hole nozzles into single-hole nozzles
by micro-welding to investigate the single spray plume [13].

Single-hole nozzles are often preferred in experimental research because they
offer better optical observation and simpler parameter adjustment compared
to multi-hole nozzles. Despite this, multi-hole nozzles remain the standard
solution for practical engine applications [14]. Apart from that, single-hole
nozzles are especially advantageous for single spray plume analysis, as they
avoid issues with adjacent plume interference in the optical setup. But, the
study by [14] found that, under the same rail pressure condition, a single-hole
nozzle injector spray could produce more extended penetration than that of a
multi-hole nozzle injector. The evaporation rate and mixture formation process
of the single-hole nozzle injector were inferior to those of the multi-hole nozzle
injector. This could be due to the faster pressure build-up inside sac volume
[9]. Also, [15] reported that the location of the holes is a critical factor that
directly affects the flow inside the sac volume. Therefore, to limit any nozzle
modifications, [16] utilized a thimble concept similar to a cap-like structure
placed on top of the injector nozzle. This thimble isolates the single spray
plume from the multi-hole nozzle spray.

Pilot sprays are small amounts of fuel that are injected at low needle
lift conditions, which makes them highly sensitive to injector transitional
behaviour. Understanding the characteristics of these transient sprays is crucial
for optimizing direct pilot fuel ignition and combustion. Therefore, the study
employed two concepts: a thimble and blocking the nozzle holes, to investigate
isolated spray plumes. The resulting sprays from these concepts are referred
to as plume-thimble and plume-blocking, respectively. Additionally, the study
examined the spray characteristics of a multi-plume to investigate plume
deviation among plume1-9, as it is a nine-hole nozzle (with all holes open).
Furthermore, it explored the advantages of using the thimble method compared
to blocking under various atmospheric and injection pressure conditions.

Meeting the stringent emission regulations imposed on modern combustion
engines poses a challenge for engine designers. To address these standards,
engineers have been researching to develop innovative techniques and integrate
them with existing engine subsystems to reduce pollutant emissions. One
such subsystem is the fuel injection mechanism, which has shown potential for
development, resulting in improved engine performance and emission quality.
This progress is achieved through enhanced control of the fuel injection process.
Ultimately, the quality of the fuel spray and its distribution within the combus-
tion chamber determines the combustion efficiency. The spray characteristics,
especially spray penetration length, cone angle, and area, have been extensively
investigated in the literature, often using constant volume [17], [18] and con-
stant flow chambers [19], [20] to replicate in-cylinder thermodynamic conditions.
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Examining the macroscopic fuel spray characteristics, the breakup and disper-
sion of the spray are primarily influenced by conditions within the cylinder.
These conditions most commonly include ambient density, and temperature,
alongside factors such as injection pressure and fuel properties. Furthermore,
the geometrical properties of both the nozzle and the injector also contribute
significantly to this phenomenon [21]. Increasing ambient density significantly
influences spray characteristics. As a result, there is a reduction in spray
penetration length due to increased air resistance. This leads to smaller spray
areas as particles spread less and a wider spray cone angle, which facilitates
a more dispersed spray pattern [22]. Conversely, a study conducted by [23],
found that increasing the injection pressure improved the spray tip penetration,
spray area.

1.2 Objective

The primary objective of this thesis is to comprehensively investigate the
dynamics of transient sprays in internal combustion engines, utilizing essen-
tial optical methods such as Mie-scattering and diffuse backlight imaging to
meticulously scrutinize spray morphology and enhance our comprehension of
combustion processes. In order to achieve this goal, the study adopts two
distinct yet complementary methodologies: one employing a thimble-equipped
nozzle and the other a plume-blocking approach. These methodologies fa-
cilitate an in-depth examination of a multi-hole diesel fuel injector within a
constant-volume spray chamber. While the thimble-equipped nozzle yields
outcomes closely resembling those of a standard nozzle, the plume-blocking
approach showcases distinctive rapid penetration characteristics, although it
may have limitations in single-spray studies. Additionally, the research extends
its scope to include a systematic analysis of diesel injector sprays sourced from
various manufacturers. It aims to examine the influence of manufacturing
variations, notably hole dimensions, on spray and mixing processes. Through
carefully conducted experimental evaluations under diverse injection conditions,
including variations in ambient gas densities injection pressures, the study aims
to elucidate critical factors that impact spray behaviour using RMSE metrics.
Moreover, it seeks to enhance the precision and accuracy of computational
models for assessing diesel injector performance.

1.3 Organization of the thesis

In the introductory Chapter 1, we provide the context and purpose of the
research. Chapter 2 details the materials and methodologies used, forming
the basis for subsequent experimentation. Chapter 3 shifts the focus to spray
analysis at ambient temperatures, while Chapter 4 extends the investigation to
analyze sprays under increased temperatures. Finally, in Chapter 5, we present
and discuss the results, connecting the findings from Chapters 3 and 4 to draw
meaningful conclusions and insights into the research topic.
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Chapter 2

Materials and methods

2.1 Nozzles and injection system

The fuel delivery system is vital for providing fuel at the right pressure and
rate. It has two main parts: a hydraulic fuel pressure enhancer and a fuel
supply line. The fuel supply line includes an electronic pressure regulator and
a pressure sensor to control injection pressure. During each 10-second cycle,
the fuel pressure depends on the system’s hydraulic pressure and goes to the
injector. We used a marine diesel injector with a nine-orifice nozzle, and its
parameters are in Table 2.1. The injector was kept at a consistent temperature
of about 300 K (room temperature) for all lab tests. For the experiments, we
used a commercial light fuel oil (LFO) with a density of 833.5 kg/m3 (at 15
°C) and a kinematic viscosity of 3.036 mm2/sec (at 40 °C) as our fuel.

Injector
name

Size of the
nozzle orifice (∅) (mm)

Number of holes

A1 0.31
A2 0.31 9
B 0.32
C 0.365

Table 2.1: This table offers information on the injectors utilized in the research,
including the dimensions of their nozzle openings and the quantity of holes in
each one.

2.2 Strategies for isolating spray plumes

To study a single spray plume without interference from the multi-plume created
by a multi-hole nozzle, two distinct methods were employed. The first method
involved blocking or sealing off all other nozzle openings, leaving only one open
for use as shown in Fig.2.1(c). This resulted in the creation of what we call
a ”plume-blocking” spray. The second method entailed designing a thimble

7



8 CHAPTER 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

attachment for the nozzle, as illustrated in Fig.2.1(a). This design allowed only
one spray plume, referred to as ”plume-thimble” to enter the chamber, while
all other plumes were collected and drained. The injector was positioned at an
incline at the bottom of the chamber, as depicted in Fig. 3.2, ensuring that
collected fuel flowed directly into the chamber’s drain. Additionally, precise
control over the timing of the thimble drain valves was implemented after each
injection cycle to prevent any increase in fuel pressure within the drain passages
or the thimble itself. The ninth hole was specifically selected for the thimble
method, ensuring that the ninth plume (known as ”plume9”) was directed into
the chamber, while the thimble gathered the remaining plumes. For a visual
reference indicating plume/hole numbering and orientation, please consult Fig.
2.1(b).

Thimble drain1

2 Thimble

3

Isolated plume

(a) Thimble cad design.

(b) Close-up view of an isolated
nozzle orifice.

(c) Sealed (micro-welding)
nozzle.

Figure 2.1: Illustrated here are plume isolation methods. (a) Demonstrates the
thimble design, a specialized attachment that isolates one spray plume while
redirecting others. (b) illustrates the arrangement and numbering strategy for
multiple plumes. (c) Displays a sealed (micro-welding) nozzle modification for
plume isolation.

2.3 Test conditions

A range of diverse test conditions were deliberately chosen to gain a thorough
insight into spray characteristics. Test conditions were carefully selected to
investigate the pilot spray’s complete behavior. The experiment involved
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the examination of specific test points, detailed in Table 2.2. These chosen
conditions aimed to faithfully replicate the thermodynamic aspects pertinent
to large-bore engines while also shedding light on how these pilot sprays affect
engine performance in transient scenarios.

Test Matrix
Nozzle Setup Multi-hole, Blocked, Thimble

Chamber Density (kg/m3) 14.62, 27.69
Temperature (K) 300

Fuel Pressure (MPa) 170, 210
Injection Duration (µs) 500

Table 2.2: Test Matrix Conditions and Nozzle Setup.

2.4 Spray visualization test rigs

Optical test rigs designed for spray research are deployed globally in both
academic and industrial settings. Their primary objective is to replicate am-
bient conditions resembling those in actual engines during fuel injection and
combustion. This includes emulating high-pressure, high-temperature scen-
arios similar to diesel engines at the top dead centre (TDC) and maintaining
near-atmospheric pressure conditions for gasoline direct injection (GDI) spray
studies. Different types of such test rigs are employed worldwide, each serving
specific purposes. Here is a brief overview of these rig types. In fuel spray
research, optical test setups play a pivotal role in replicating the conditions
present in a real engine, particularly just before fuel ignition at the piston’s
top dead centre. One such setup that closely mimics an engine is the Optical
Research Engine (ORE). OREs typically feature a single-cylinder design with
accessible combustion chambers through various window configurations. How-
ever, optical accessibility in OREs is limited, especially when examining fuel
spray interactions with cylinder components [24], [25].

Another category of test rigs is the Rapid Compression Machine (RCM)
discussed by [26]. Through the use of a single compression stroke, RCMs are en-
gineered to attain the necessary pressure and temperature conditions at the top
dead centre (TDC). Subsequently, they enable the visualization of combustion
within the cylinder through constant-volume processes. Nevertheless, RCMs
come with substantial fabrication costs and operational complexities. Notably,
the vibrations at the end of the compression stroke present challenges when
conducting measurements using diverse laser-based optical diagnostic tech-
niques. On the other hand, the Constant Pressure Flow Test Rig (CPFR) is a
high-pressure and high-temperature chamber. Within this setup, a compressor
pressurizes and stores gas within a high-pressure reservoir. Subsequently, the
gas flows continuously through the test rig. Before entering the test rig, electric
resistance heating is applied to elevate the gas temperature. The versatility of
the CPFR lies in its ability to operate in both open- and closed-loop systems
according to the specific requirements of an experiment [20].
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The final two types of test rig systems belong to the category of constant
volume chambers. These chambers are designed to isolate a specific quantity
of oxidizers, typically air or oxygen, and are constructed to withstand high
pressures and temperatures. Fuel is then introduced into this heated and
pressurized chamber, initiating oxidation, which facilitates the study of both
the spray and combustion processes. Alternatively, the chamber can be filled
exclusively with inert gas for a focused examination of the fuel spray. This
chamber type stands out due to its precise control over temperature and
pressure parameters. Firstly, there’s the Constant Volume Hot Cell (CVHC),
which features a simple design employing a heating element to elevate gas
temperature. However, this simplicity imposes pressure limitations due to
material stress caused by high temperatures, potentially causing combustion
disruptions. For achieving the desired pressure, high-pressure gases (inert for
spray studies and air for combustion) are employed in conjunction with the
heating element. Fuel injection takes place once the necessary conditions are
met. Drawbacks include the risk of O-ring damage, mandating injector cooling,
and an upper-temperature limit constrained by heating material restrictions
[12], [27]. Secondly, focus on the Constant Volume Pre-combustion Cell (CVPC).
The desired pressure and temperature levels are generated within this chamber
by igniting a lean gas mixture. Subsequently, the fuel spray is introduced into
the residual combustion area, where oxidation occurs. This technology enhances
the chamber’s versatility, with further details provided in the pre-combustion
section. Importantly, this chamber is well-suited for conducting experiments
at high pressures and temperatures, explaining its widespread use in modern
research settings [20].

Various types of optical test rigs are available, with ORE and RCM being
particularly similar to conventional engines. Choosing the most suitable test
rig depends on specific research goals, factors impacting results, and budget
limitations. Different test rigs are ideal for different purposes. This current
research employs the Constant Volume Pre-combustion Cell (CVPC) to invest-
igate spray characteristics. The features of the spray chamber are elaborated
upon in the following sections.

2.4.1 Optical Spray Combustion Chamber (OSCC)

The experimental trials took place within the Optical Spray Combustion Cham-
ber (OSCC) confines. This chamber, designed as a pre-burn constant-volume
spray enclosure, incorporates a fused silica window, affording optical access
from multiple vantage points. The OSCC system’s blueprint was influenced
by a prior spray chamber concept introduced by [9] in their research work.
The experimental investigation was designed into three distinct phases, each
carefully structured to address specific aspects of spray behaviour. During
the initial phase, the chamber was dedicated to studying non-evaporative and
non-reactive sprays, emphasising maintaining ambient temperature conditions
at 300K while systematically adjusting ambient pressures. In the subsequent
second phase, the research shifted its focus to evaporating and non-reactive
sprays, which involved elevated temperatures exceeding ambient levels and
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Figure 2.2: A detailed graphical overview of the Optical Spray Combustion
Chamber (OSCC) features its multi-phase design equipped for comprehensive
spray testing across non-reactive and reactive spray experiments..

precise control of ambient pressures. In the third and final phase, the study
examined evaporating and reactive sprays, characterised by various temperat-
ure and pressure conditions that went beyond ambient levels. The licentiate
thesis primarily emphasises the results obtained from the first phase, expli-
citly dealing with non-evaporative and non-reactive spray experiments. In the
initial experimental phase, the chamber was pressurised using air to attain
the required ambient density while maintaining the temperature at ambient
levels. In contrast, for the subsequent second and third phases, the desired
pressure and temperature conditions were achieved by using a pre-combustion
technique.
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Chapter 3

Spray analysis in ambient
temperatures

Examining spray under atmospheric temperature i.e non-reactive and non-
evaporative sprays in diesel engines sheds light on the early stages of fuel
injection and dispersion before combustion. When diesel is propelled into
the combustion chamber, it typically forms a spray to enhance mixing with
air, an essential step for effective combustion. However, before reaching the
combustion area, the fuel remains non-reactive and non-evaporative, meaning
it does not engage in chemical reactions or turn into gas. Exploring the spray
during this initial phase provides insights into how fuel breaks up, spreads,
and interacts with the surrounding environment, which is vital for boosting
engine efficiency and curbing emissions. By scrutinizing non-reactive and
non-evaporative sprays in diesel engines, it is possible to tweak injection
settings, like the timing and pressure of injection, to secure desired spray
traits that lead to improved combustion efficiency and lowered emission rates.
The mie-scattering technique was used to study multi-plume spray while
Diffuse back light imaging has been utilised to capture single-plume spray
respectively under atmospheric temperature with variable ambient pressures.
The chamber was pressurised using air to attain the required ambient density
while maintaining the temperature at ambient levels. Two distinct spray

Operation Modes Spray Configuration Imaging Methods

Non-reactive &
non-evaporative

Multi-plume Mie-scattering

Single-plume
(plume-blocking & plume-thimble)

Diffuse back-light

Table 3.1: Operation modes and corresponding optical techniques.

configurations are employed in the Non-reactive and non-evaporative modes:
Multi-plume and Single-plume. The Multi-plume configuration is analyzed
using the Mie-scattering imaging method, which is known for its effectiveness

13



14 CHAPTER 3. SPRAY ANALYSIS IN AMBIENT TEMPERATURES

in capturing scattered light from particles within the spray. On the other hand,
the Single-plume configuration is further categorized into two setups: plume-
blocking and plume-thimble, both of which are analyzed using the Diffuse
back-light imaging method. The optical visualisation methods utilised are
listed in Table.3.1.

3.1 Mie-scattering

Two distinct imaging methodologies were employed to investigate non-reactive
and non-evaporative spray: the Mie-scattering technique for multi-spray ob-
servation and the back-lighting technique for single-spray examination, which
is called plume-blocking and plume-thimble. To ensure adequate illumination
during Mie-scattering, LED lights (Veritas’s constellation 120E) were strategic-
ally positioned on either side of the spray chamber, providing uniform lighting
for plume visualization, as depicted in Fig. 3.1. The injector, located at the
bottom of the chamber, was oriented vertically, and image capture occurred
from the top plane. The synchronization of the light source and imaging devices
allowed for automatic light intensity adjustment, maintaining a consistent level
based on frame rate and exposure time.

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of Mie-scattering optical configuration.

3.2 Diffused back-illumination imaging (DBI)

Additionally, the study incorporated the use of back-lighting as an alternative
illumination method, a common choice for liquid-phase measurements and
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of diffuse backlight (DBI) configuration.

visualization experiments. In this setup, the light source and imaging device
were aligned in the same direction, positioned opposite each other, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.2. For both Mie-scattering and back-light imaging, a high-speed CMOS
camera equipped with a Micro NIKKOR lens was employed to capture spray
events. This specialized lens boasted a 105mm reach, a maximum aperture of
f/2.8, and a 1:1 reproduction ratio, ensuring the acquisition of precise and highly
detailed spray images. Specifically, the imaging process involved capturing
images at a rate of 35,000 frames per second, with a resolution of 512× 512
pixels and exposure times of 9 and 3 microseconds for Mie-scattering and
back-light imaging, respectively.

3.3 Spray contour detection procedures

This research utilized custom MATLAB code for applying image processing and
contour recognition techniques to digital photos. The initial image processing
steps differ based on the type of image, encompassing Mie-scattering, diffuse
back-light, shadowgraph, and Schlieren images. Nonetheless, once the spray
contour is successfully identified, the subsequent steps remain consistent across
all image types to extract spray characteristics. A detailed explanation of
the step-by-step procedure is provided in the following sections for a more
comprehensive understanding of the process.

Multi-plume spray: The Mie-scattering technique is utilized to visualize
multiple sprays under ambient conditions, specifically referring to non-reactive
and non-evaporative sprays. This technique is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

Step-I: Initially, an image taken before injection was subtracted from the
spray image to remove reflections and background anomalies. In the case of
Mie-scattering, the background image (see Fig.3.3(a)) was subtracted from
the original spray image (see Fig.3.3(b)) to eliminate background noise. The
resulting subtracted image is presented in Fig.3.3(c). Step-II: The adjusted
image (Fig. 3.3(c)) was then converted to a binary format using Otsu’s
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(a) Back-ground image (b) Original image (c) Subtracted image

Figure 3.3: Output of background removal process

algorithm [28], the resulted image as shown in Fig. 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Binary image.

Step-III: Subsequently, a masking technique [29]–[31] was utilized to split
the multi-spray image into distinct segments, each corresponding to a single
plume, thereby enabling separate analysis for each plume. The result of masking
is illustrated in Fig. 3.5, showing the appearance of plume-1 post-masking
technique. The angle of the central axis for each plume was measured relative
to the horizontal line, and the plumes were then rotated to a vertical orientation
to simplify the coding process. Fig. 3.6 shows the rotated plume-1. A similar
procedure is applied to the rest of the spray plumes to extract and rotate them
vertically.

Step-IV: In the final stage, metrics such as penetration length, surface area,
and spray cone angles were determined for each plume. A thorough explanation
of the procedure employed for calculating these spray characteristics is provided
in the following sections.

Single-plume spray: The diffuse back-light imaging technique was em-
ployed to visualise single-plume spray. The post-processing of these images
follows a similar procedure as discussed for Mie-scattering images, but with a
few minor differences, the steps are as follows.

Step-I: Unlike in Mie-scattering, where the background image was subtrac-
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Figure 3.5: Isolated plume-1 after
masking.

Figure 3.6: plume-1 after rotating
vertically.

Figure 3.7: Illustration of the masking technique applied to plume-1 (left), and
the subsequent rotation to a vertical orientation (right).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.8: Processing steps in back-light images: (a) Background image, (b)
Spray image, (c) Subtracted image, (d) Binary image and rotated

ted, here, the spray image is subtracted from the background due to higher pixel
intensities compared to those within the spray. Step-II: The adjusted image
(Fig. 3.3(c)) was then converted to binary format using Otsu’s algorithm [28], as
shown in Fig. 3.4. Step-III: Upon conversion to binary, the single-plume spray
is directly rotated to a vertical orientation without masking to calculate spray
characteristics. The segmentation algorithms utilized are discussed in-depth
in the cited literature [32]–[34]. Once the images are converted into binary,
the procedure to calculate spray characteristics remains the same, as discussed
below.

Spray penetration length and area

The evaluation of spray penetration is commonly carried out directly by meas-
uring the axial span between the nozzle outlet and the farthest point of the
spray [23], [35]. For uniformity, the length of spray penetration is delineated
as the distance from the spray tip along its axis to a line encompassing 99%
[36] of the spray area, depicted in Fig. 3.10. Within the binary image of the
spray, the spray area is deduced by totalling all pixels with a value of one.
Utilizing the mm/pixel ratio, the measurements of spray penetration (pixels)
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and area (pixels2) are transposed into mm and mm2, respectively. The relevant
equations are stated below,
Length of Spray Penetration (S):

S(mm) = S(pixels)×mm/pixels (3.1)

Area of Spray (SA):

SA(mm2) = A(pixels2)× (mm/pixels)2 (3.2)

In scenarios employing a thimble, a segment of the spray area is obscured
by the thimble can be seen in Fig. 3.9, rendering it impractical to omit it
during the calculation of the total spray area. Consequently, an equivalent area
(SAequivalent) was incorporated into the measured area as calculated based
on the Eq. 3.2, leading to the final equation, Spray Area in the presence of a
thimble (SAplume−thimble)

SAplume−thimble(mm2) = SAmeasured + SAequivalent (3.3)

Figure 3.9: Spray area hidden by thimble thickness.

Spray cone angle

Determining the spray cone angle accurately is crucial, and one effective method
involves measuring the angle formed by two lines fitted along the spray boundary
edges. These lines are determined through a least-square fitting process and
can be located either close to or far from the spray source. The distance they
cover is typically related to the spray penetration length or multiples of the
nozzle orifice diameter (D). Ideally, these lines can extend up to the nozzle tip
coordinates, where they may intersect or remain separate, leading to different
cone angle calculations in each case. The choice between these methods must
be well-justified. This article delves into the factors influencing the selection
of one method over the other, with consideration for the nozzle tip and spray
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origin coordinates. In the first approach, the cone angle is computed by fitting
lines from the spray origin to a distance proportional to the spray penetration
length (usually around 60-70% of S) [33], [37], [38]. A least-square fitting
technique is applied to find the best-fit lines, similar to the triangle criteria
proposed by [17], [39]–[41]. Researchers have widely adopted this approach
and have defined the penetration distance as a function of the injector orifice
diameter, spanning a range from 10D to 100D [32], [42], [43].

Figure 3.10: Cone angle measurement.

In the second approach, lines are fitted between two points on the spray
contour without being fixed at the origin. These points are strategically chosen
to encompass the region of interest within the spray. This method proves
effective when acquiring the spray contour is challenging or when the region
near the nozzle lacks significance [44], [45]. Our study determined the cone
angle by modifying the first approach discussed earlier. Initially, we detected
the spray boundary using binarization and drew an initial fitted line within
the spray contour, anchoring it at the spray origin (see Fig. 3.10c). The line
then moved progressively toward one side of the spray edge, and at each step,
we calculated the least-square error (at each pixel position). This process
continued until the least square value reached its minimum, as shown in Fig.
3.10c. Similarly, we applied the same procedure to identify the fitted line on
the opposite side of the spray edge, and the angle between these lines was
then defined as the cone angle for that specific spray. Our experimental setup
included a thimble that concealed the initial spray up to a thickness of 4.7
mm. Consequently, we could not utilize the spray boundary within the thimble
when computing least squares. However, we positioned the spray contour
between the thimble exit and selected 60% of the spray penetration length to
calculate the least square error. To maintain methodological consistency and
mitigate potential variations in cone angles arising from different approaches,
we excluded the spray below 4.7 mm from the nozzle tip in calculating cone
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angles for plume-blocking and multi-plume sprays (plume1-9). In all cases, the
fitted lines were drawn from a virtually fixed spray origin (see Fig. 3.10), which
coincided with the nozzle tip.



Chapter 4

Spray analysis at increased
temperatures

In modern optical constant volume chambers, pre-combustion technology is
now frequently employed to study fuel spray under elevated temperature and
pressure conditions. The ongoing research uses the pre-combustion technique
to achieve the desired pressure and temperature settings. Within these stud-
ies, careful control over the oxygen (O2) level remaining after combustion
is exercised for analyzing non-reactive and evaporative sprays, and reactive
sprays.

4.1 Pre-combustion

The pre-combustion process involves a sequence of steps, including chamber
evacuation using a vacuum pump, followed by a controlled gas injection to
achieve the desired mixing ratio. This results in a lean gas mixture, which
is then ignited by a spark, and the chamber’s pressure is closely monitored.
The correct gas mixture is determined by measuring pressure changes during
gas release. Each gas contributes a predetermined partial pressure based
on its volume percentage in the mixture. As the lean gas mixture ignites,
pressure and temperature levels within the chamber begin to rise. This ignition
process results in a noticeable pressure peak inside the chamber, as visually
demonstrated in Fig. 4.1. Subsequently, pressure gradually declines as the heat
generated by combustion disperses through the chamber walls. Once the desired
pressure and temperature are reached, fuel spray injection takes place. The
actual pressure and temperature at the time of injection was measured using
sensors located at the corner modules of the chamber. The Fig.4.2 presents a
representative view of the measured pressure and corresponding temperatures
data.

The selection of gases requires consideration of combustion byproducts and
ignition properties, particularly due to the gas mixture’s oxygen-rich nature.
In the current research, hydrogen and air mixtures are utilized to investigate

21
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Figure 4.1: A schematic representation illustrating the fundamental operation
of pre-combustion concept [9].

Figure 4.2: A schematic representation illustrating the pressure and temperature
data from test.

spray evaporation under non-reactive conditions, aiming for 0% oxygen product
volume at the end of the pre-combustion. However, a specific percentage of
oxygen is added for the study of reactive spray. Detailed information about
the gas mixtures employed in this study to achieve the required pressure and
temperature can be found in the Table. 4.1 and Table. 4.2. It’s important
to note that the exclusive use of hydrogen helps eliminate carbon dioxide in
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combustion residues but may lead to excessive water vapour after compilation
of pre-combustion, potentially causing condensation on the chamber windows.
To address this concern, the chamber walls are maintained at approximately
120 ◦C to prevent adverse effects. The licentiate thesis primarily emphasises the
results obtained from the first phase, explicitly dealing with non-evaporative
and non-reactive spray experiments.

Target
Pressure (bar)

Density
(kg/m3)

Target
Temperature

(K)
±25

H2

(bar)
Air
(bar)

O2

(bar)
N2

(bar)
Lambda

%O2

after Combustion

23
14.38

800 3.71 8.829 0 3.971 1 0
29 1000 3.71 8.829 0 3.971 1 0
33

19.76
800 4.29 10.21 0 8.18 1 0

43.5 1000 4.29 10.21 0 8.18 1 0
46

27.24
800 6.658 15.845 0 8.777 1 0

57 1000 6.658 15.845 0 8.777 1 0

Table 4.1: Summary of target pressure, temperature, and gas composition for
non-reactive and evaporative sprays.

Target
Pressure (bar)

Density
(kg/m3)

Target
Temperature

(K)
±25

H2

(bar)
Air
(bar)

O2

(bar)
N2

(bar)
Lambda

%O2

after Combustion

30
14.38

850 1.8 13.712 1 0 3.2 19
40.5 1150 1.8 13.712 1 0 3.2 19
42

19.76
850 2.605 18.601 1.5 0 3 19

54 1150 2.605 18.601 1.5 0 3 19
56

27.24
850 3.411 25.978 1.9 0.003 3.2 19

71 1150 3.411 25.978 1.9 0.003 3.2 19

Table 4.2: Summary of target pressure, temperature, and gas composition for
reactive sprays.

Shadowgraphy and Schlieren imaging methods are employed to analyze the
spray characteristics for the Non-reactive and evaporative modes. On the other
hand, the reactive mode utilizes three different imaging methods: Shadow-
graphy, Schlieren, and Luminosity. These imaging techniques enable a thorough
analysis of the spray behaviour under different combustion scenarios. Table.4.3
representation efficiently categorizes and presents the varying configurations
and imaging methods.

Operation Modes Spray Configuration Imaging Methods

Non-reactive &
Evaporative

Single-Plume (Thimble) Shadowgraphy
Schlieren

Reactive Single-Plume (Thimble) Shadowgraphy
Schlieren

Luminosity

Table 4.3: optical techniques for analysing sprays at increased temperature.
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4.2 Shadowgraph and Schlieren imaging

Shadowgraph and Schlieren’s methods are key to identifying boundaries with
refractive index gradients. When a collimated beam illuminates such an
environment, some rays are deflected, creating varying shades in the image,
while others remain undeflected, forming a uniform background [46].

Figure 4.3: Experimental setup illustrating the arrangement of optical compon-
ents. The setup includes: (1) Parabolic Mirrors (2 number), (2) Plane Mirrors
(2 number), (3) Knife Edge, (4) High-speed Camera equipped with a Micro
lens, and (5) Point light source (laser).

The boundary exhibits a different refractive index in evaporating sprays due
to the vaporized fuel and ambient gas, with evaporative cooling causing density
and temperature gradients [47]. These techniques help elucidate the vapour
boundary. The needed equipment includes a point light source, large collimating
and collecting optics, an imaging lens, and high-speed cameras. The optical
setup in Schlieren imaging is similar to shadowgraphy but uses a spatial filter,
typically a knife-edge, to block some light from the test section. A simplified
schematic is in Fig.4.4 shows shadowgraph (left) images for evaporating, non-
reacting sprays. In non-reactive tests, the background image intensity is steady
before injection due to weak ambient gas turbulence in the chamber, while
reactive sprays (right) show a textured background in Schlieren images due to
ambient density and temperature fluctuations.

4.2.1 Spray contour detection of shadowgraph and Schlieren
images

In the context of evaporating and reactive sprays, a noticeable texture in the
shadowgraph and Schlieren images can be attributed to surrounding density
and temperature variances, as illustrated in Fig.4.4. The tracing of the spray
boundary is obtained from the intensity difference between consecutive images
[47], [48]. Utilizing Otsu’s algorithm [28], the threshold value applied for image
binarization and, consequently, spray boundary determination is computed
(see Fig. 4.4). The area within the defined spray boundary defines the spray’s
projected area. The length of the spray encapsulating 99% of the projected
spray area is termed as the vapour penetration length.
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Figure 4.4: Spray contour detection showcasing the derived measurements of
cone angle and spray penetration length, as captured by shadowgraph (left)
and Schlieren (right) techniques.

4.3 Natural luminosity

The Natural Flame Luminosity optical method is a pivotal technique for
studying the dynamics of diesel spray combustion. The high-speed colour
camera captures the luminosity emitted when fuel spray ignites. The combustion
process of the spray was meticulously recorded under various temperatures
and ambient densities, with differing oxygen concentrations present at the
time of injection. The method provides a clear visual representation of the
combustion process, as well as an insight into how temperature, density, and
oxygen concentration interact during the combustion of diesel spray, particularly
low and high temperature combustion situations.
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Chapter 5

Results and discussions

The report is organized into four distinct sections, each aimed at providing a
comprehensive grasp of the research. In the first section, our focus centres on
evaluating the effectiveness of plume isolation under different ambient density
conditions. Specifically, we emphasize the performance of plume-thimble and
plume-blocking sprays across various ambient density levels. Moving to the
second section, we compare plume-thimble behaviour with that of plume-9,
which is derived from a multi-plume spray. Plume-9 is chosen for analysis
because it originates from the same orifice hole as a nozzle fitted with a
thimble. This comparison helps us determine whether the presence of the
thimble consistently affects the spray. In the third section, our analysis shifts to
examining variations among the multi-plume sprays, spanning from plume-1 to
plume-9, and comparing them to the results obtained from plume-thimble and
plume-blocking. Throughout this section, we maintain our focus on key spray
characteristics, including spray penetration (S), spray area (SA), and spray
cone angle (θ), all directly measured from the spray images. The graphs in
this section present the average findings from fifteen spray events, with shaded
areas around the data points to ensure precision and reliability. The results
from sections one to three are reported in paper one, while paper two focuses
on the results of section four.

Concluding the report, the fourth section addresses concerns arising from in-
consistent performance due to manufacturing variations in diesel injectors. This
section thoroughly examines sprays from four distinct injectors, encompassing
a wide range of injection conditions, including varying ambient gas densities
and injection pressures. To investigate variations in spray penetration length
among the injectors, we utilize Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) analysis,
which provides valuable insights into both symmetric and asymmetric spray
behaviours.

27
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5.1 Summary of Paper-I

5.1.1 Comparison of plume-thimble, plume-blocking and
plume-9

Figure 5.1: Comparison of Spray Characteristics: Spray penetration, spray
area, and spray cone angle (θ) for plume-thimble, plume-9, and plume-blocking
in various ambient density conditions. The shaded areas around data points
indicate precision and repeatability, based on an average of fifteen spray events.

In Fig.5.1a, it’s evident that plume-blocking sprays outperform plume-
thimble in terms of penetration, indicating that blocking nozzle holes introduces
notable changes in the spray dynamics, resulting in faster penetration, these
variations can also observed from image sequences in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. As
the ambient density increases, as observed in Fig. 5.1a, b, and c, both the
penetration and spray area decrease while the cone angle widens, a phenomenon
attributed to the increased energy required for momentum transfer when there
is denser gas within the spray. At an ambient density of ρamb = 14.62, kg/m3,
plume-9 initially exhibits a penetration rate similar to plume-thimble, but over
time, it diverges, likely due to the stabilizing effect of a thimble near the nozzle
tip that reduces fluctuations in spray penetration and area. Injection pressure’s
impact on spray characteristics, is minimal for plume-9 and plume-thimble,
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resulting in no significant deviations in spray area and cone angle. However,
plume-blocking displays notable sensitivity to injection pressure, implying a
modification in flow distribution within the sac volume due to the blocking
strategy. These findings offer valuable insights into the complex interplay
between nozzle design, ambient conditions, and spray behaviour, contributing
to a deeper understanding of the factors governing spray penetration and angle
across different scenarios.
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Figure 5.2: Image sequences of plume-blocking at ρamb = 14.62 kg/m3, Pinj =
210 MPa, Tamb = 298K
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Figure 5.3: Image sequences of plume-thimble at ρamb = 14.62 kg/m3, Pinj =
210 MPa, Tamb = 298K

5.1.2 Plume to Plume deviation

The application of multi-hole nozzles in injectors introduces variability in
fuel injection rates, a parameter that significantly influences the combustion
characteristics of diesel engines, leading to heightened emissions and inconsistent
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Figure 5.4: Assessing penetration differences between multi-plume and single-
plume configurations (achieved through blocked nozzle and thimble connections)
under varying ambient densities..

thermal loads [49]. In order to illuminate the complexities of plume behaviour,
this study employs the Mie-scattering technique, as depicted in Fig. 3.1,
to comprehensively examine multi-plume sprays. The primary objectives
include identifying suitable nozzle orifices for thimble testing and comparing
the performance of multi-plume sprays (plume1-9) against that of plume-
thimble and plume-blocking sprays. Notably, it is essential to highlight that
the test points used in this multi-plume spray analysis correspond to those
utilized in thimble and blocking methodologies.

The plumes exhibit significant disparities in penetration, particularly evid-
ent at low (ρamb = 14.62, kg/m3) and high (ρamb = 27.69, kg/m3) ambient
densities, as showcased in Fig. 5.4. Furthermore, variations are observable
during the initial stages of the injection process (Fig. 5.4a). However, these
discrepancies tend to diminish as the injection progresses (Fig. 5.4d). These
deviations are also discernible in the sequence of spray images, as depicted
in Fig. 5.5. The root causes of these variations in injection dynamics among
nozzle orifices can be attributed to manufacturing imprecision [50] and lateral
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oscillations of the injector needle [51]. Notably, [52] underscores that the
nozzle orifice closest to the needle displacement experiences more significant
obstruction by the needle tip, while the orifice farthest from the needle displace-
ment encounters comparatively less interference, resulting in a larger geometric
flow area. Consequently, transient needle movements introduce heterogeneity
into the flow distribution within the nozzle orifices, thereby affecting the fuel
injection process.

(a) 0.171 ms ASOI (b) 0.286 ms ASOI (c) 0.40 ms ASOI (d) 0.543 ms ASOI

(e) Spray contours

Figure 5.5: Image sequences of multi-plume at ρamb = 14.62 kg/m3, Pinj =
210 MPa, Tamb = 298K.

5.2 Summary of Paper-II

5.2.1 Manufacturing variations in diesel injector

The Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) is a widely used statistical tool for
measuring variations within a dataset. In this specific context, it helps us assess
how different each plume behaves compared to a reference point known as the
averaged plume. The main goal here is to quantify the degree of similarity
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or dissimilarity in the behaviour of each plume relative to the overall average
behaviour represented by the average plume.
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Figure 5.6: Fig. 5.6(a) provides a visual comparison of penetration lengths
for each individual plume (Pi(t)) in contrast to the averaged plume (Pavg(t)),
represented by the bold solid black line, at the selected test point. On the
other hand, Fig. 5.6(b) illustrates the calculation of RMSE with respect to the
plume index using Eq. 5.1

The RMSE between each plume and the averaged plume is represented by
Eq. 5.1.

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

t2∑
t1

(Pavg(t)− Pi(t))
2

(5.1)

Several variables are involved in this analysis. These include n which represents
the number of data points, t1 and t1 indicating the start-of-injection (SOI) and
end-of-measurement times, Pavg(t), which represents the average penetration
length at time t and Pi(t) indicating the penetration length of the ith plume
at time t (where i ranges from plume1-9, including plume-thimble (p-t)). The
mathematical expression for calculating RMSE, as provided in Eq. 5.1, offers a
formula to compute RMSE values for each plume at a given test point. Fig. 5.6
visually presents the RMSE values for each plume at this specific test point. A
higher RMSE value indicates more significant differences or variability between
each plume and the average plume, while a lower RMSE value suggests that
the plume’s behaviour closely aligns with the average plume. It is important to
note that the thimble hides the initial spray in the case of the plume-thimble.
Thus, when calculating the RMSE for the plume-thimble case, we consider
only the data points from the average plume (Pavg(t)) that correspond to
plume-thimble (p-t).

RMSE values were systematically analyzed across different ambient and
fuel pressure setting combinations for all four injectors: A1, A2, B, and C. This
comprehensive investigation aimed to evaluate how injector spray behaviour
has been affected by changes in environmental conditions and fuel supply
levels. Taking injector A1 as a representative case, as illustrated in Fig. 5.7,
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RMSE values were computed for each plume, including the plume-thimble,
at various test points. The figure presents two rows of RMSE values: the
top row corresponds to an ambient density of 14.62 kg/m3, while the bottom
row represents an ambient density of 26.69 kg/m3. These calculations were
conducted across different fuel pressures, specifically at 1700 bar, 1900 bar,
and 2100 bar. This same analytical approach was applied consistently to
the remaining injectors, namely A2, B, and Injector C, as elaborated in the
subsequent sections.

Figure 5.7: Injector A1: RMSE values under different ambient densities (14.62
kg/m3 and 26.69 kg/m3) and varying fuel pressures (1700 bar, 1900 bar, and
2100 bar). Sub-figures (a) to (f) in the figure represent the respective test
conditions mentioned.

As seen in Fig. 5.7, the RMSE values for the A1 injector reveal significant
variations in spray behaviour. Notably, spray plumes 1 and 4 consistently exhibit
low RMSE values, closely approximating the averaged plume’s behaviour,
especially in higher ambient density conditions (26.69 kg/m3, see Figs. 5.7d-f).
This pattern also holds in lower ambient density conditions (14.62 kg/m3, see
Figs. 5.7a-c). Conversely, spray plumes 5 and 6 consistently exhibit high RMSE
values across various ambient densities, indicating significant deviations from
the averaged behaviour. The remaining spray plumes and the plume-thimble
display more distinct patterns, with RMSE values showing variations depending
on ambient density. Notably, the RMSE for the plume-thimble closely resembles
that of spray plume-9 across all test conditions, likely due to using the 9th hole
in the thimble methodology.

To provide a comprehensive overview, we aggregated the RMSE values
for each plume across all operating conditions, as depicted in Fig. 5.8(a).
This thorough analysis reaffirms the variable performance of all spray plumes,
indicating asymmetric spray behaviour regardless of ambient density, whether
at 14.62 kg/m3 or 26.69 kg/m3. Interestingly, changes in fuel pressure seem to
have minimal influence on this diversity, emphasizing the predominant role of
ambient density in shaping the injector’s performance. These collective RMSE
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(a) Injector-A1 (b) Injector-A2

(c) Injector-B (d) Injector-C

Figure 5.8: The sum of RMSE values and their corresponding standard devi-
ations were calculated for each plume across all operating conditions for all
four injectors: A1, A2, B, and Injector C.

values clearly demonstrate that the spray plumes exhibit varying degrees of
accuracy, highlighting their non-uniform behaviour.

Injector A1 exhibited variations in RMSE values across its plumes, indicating
some variability in spray behaviour. These analyses suggest that A1’s spray
behaviour can vary under different conditions. In contrast, Injector-A2 (see Fig.
5.8(b)) consistently exhibited low RMSE values (around or below 2) for all its
plumes (1 to 9), indicating reliable and symmetric spray behaviour. Similarly,
Injector-B (see Fig.5.8(c)) displayed a behaviour similar to A2, with RMSE
values consistently below 2 across its plumes, reinforcing its capability for
producing symmetric spray patterns. On the other hand, Injector-C (see Fig.
5.8(d)) presented a more complex scenario, with most plumes having RMSE
values below 2 but some showing notably higher values, signifying variations in
spray penetration length. Unlike A2 and B, Injector C displayed less uniform
RMSE values among its plumes, indicating a propensity for asymmetric spray
behaviour and occasional fluctuations, possibly due to injector performance
inconsistencies.
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5.3 Summary of Spray Analysis Results at In-
creased Temperatures

5.3.1 Non-evaporative and non-reactive sprays

In evaporating sprays, fuel extends in vapour form beyond the liquid length.
Penetration and cone angle are vital for spray research crucial for designing fuel
injection system for internal combustion engines as they affect air-fuel mixing
and combustion. Various factors like in-cylinder gas density, temperature,
and injection pressure impact these parameters. This section further explores
the influence of ambient density, fuel pressure and temperature on vapour
penetration and cone angle under non-reactive at elevated temperature and
pressure conditions.

5.3.2 Vapor penetration

The results in Figs.5.9(a) and 5.9(b) exhibit vapour penetration length versus
time after fuel injection initiation. These figures offer insights into the effects
of temperature and fuel pressure on vapour penetration at distinct ambient
densities of 14.38 kg/m3 or 27.24 kg/m3, respectively. Figs.5.9(a) and 5.9(b)
illustrate vapour penetration length over time under different conditions of
fuel pressures and ambient temperatures. Distinct line patterns differentiate
between the 2100 bar and 1700 bar fuel pressures. Continuous lines indicate a
fuel pressure of 2100 bar, while dotted lines represent the 1700 bar condition.
Legend colours provide a visual guide to the temperature conditions during each
measurement. This detailed representation facilitates a deeper understanding
of the intricate interaction between temperature, ambient density, and fuel
pressure in shaping vapour penetration behavior.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: A Comparative visualization of vapour penetration length over
time under varied ambient densities and fuel pressures.

A notable observation can be noticed the inverse relationship between vapour
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penetration length and ambient density. Vapour penetration length diminishes
with an increase in ambient density, a trend that is clearly visible when
contrasting the behaviours illustrated in the two figures. Figs.5.9(a), associated
with the lower ambient density (14.38 kg/m3), shows an extended penetration
length compared to 5.9(b), which is characterized by a higher ambient density
(27.24 kg/m3). Furthermore, an analysis of the continuous and dotted lines
within each figure reveals a direct correlation between vapour penetration
length and fuel pressure. Vapour penetration increases significantly with an
increase in fuel pressure from 1700 bar to 2100 bar. This behaviour is consistent
trend across varying ambient densities. Moreover, an interesting trend arises
when we look at how the temperature of the surrounding environment affects
the length of vapor penetration. When the ambient temperature increases, the
vapor penetration length decreases, as illustrated in the difference between 400
K and 1000 K in Figs.5.9(a) and 5.9(b).

5.3.3 Cone angle

Similarly, the cone angle exhibits a distinct relationship with ambient density.
Notably, there are two key distinctions to highlight. Firstly, at lower ambient
densities (14.38 kg/m3), an increase in fuel pressure leads to an expansion of
cone angles. However, at higher ambient densities (27.24 kg/m3), an increase
in fuel pressure causes a reduction in cone angles. This reversal of trends is in
the opposite direction to the patterns observed at lower ambient densities as
shown in Figs.5.10(b) and 5.10(b).

(a) Density= 14.38 kg/m3 (b) Density= 27.24 kg/m3

Figure 5.10: A Comparative visualization of cone angle over time under varied
ambient densities and fuel pressures.
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Figure 5.11: Depicting spray flames at 850 K
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Figure 5.12: Depicting spray flames at 1150 K

5.3.4 Reactive sprays

5.3.5 Ignition time

In the hot phase experiments, reactive spray images were carefully captured
and analyzed to explore the intricate dynamics of ignition time and spray
flames. Various parameters influence these dynamics, including temperature,
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fuel pressure, and ambient density. The images, systematically recorded at two
pivotal temperature intervals—approximately 850 K and 1150 K—revealed
complex patterns associated with the ignition and propagation of reactive
sprays. A distinct pattern emerged at the 850 K threshold: ignition time
inversely correlated with ambient density. An increase in ambient density
precipitated a decrease in ignition time. This trend was captured in the
reactive spray images, where spray flames, marked by a distinct blue colour
(Fig. 5.11(b)), were distinctly visible, as depicted in Fig. 5.11(a). With the
transition to the elevated temperature regime of 1150 K, a reduction in ignition
time was observed, more pronounced than that at 850 K. This underscores the
accelerated ignition processes occurring at higher temperatures and highlights
the influential role of temperature on the reactivity and combustion kinetics of
the sprays. Despite these temperature- and density-driven effects, fuel pressure
shows no apparent influence on ignition time. This was illustrated in Figs.
5.11(b) and 5.12(b), where ignition time was non-responsive to variations in
fuel pressure. This observation underscores the complexity of the factors that
govern reactive sprays’ ignition and combustion processes, with fuel pressure
seemingly absent from this intricate process.
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Conclusions

The combined findings from these investigations offer valuable insights into the
behaviour of multi-hole injectors and their effects on spray characteristics. It
was noted that using the plume-blocking method resulted in increased spray
penetration compared to other plume configurations. However, due to its rapid
penetration, this approach may not be the most suitable choice for single-spray
analyses. Moreover, it was observed that the plume-blocking technique alters
the flow distribution within the sac volume, impacting spray properties sig-
nificantly. Variations in spray patterns, especially during the initial injection
stages, were attributed to manufacturing tolerances and needle oscillations,
which tend to diminish over time. Overall, while the plume-blocking approach
offers advantages in penetration, its applicability to single spray analysis may
be limited. Conversely, a comprehensive examination of multi-hole injectors
revealed substantial disparities in spray penetration length among individual
plumes. This analysis encompassed average penetration values and the penet-
ration lengths of individual plumes, highlighting significant deviations among
plumes and underscoring the injector’s inherent variability. Additionally, a
comparative evaluation contrasted spray penetration length with that of cor-
responding thimble-generated sprays, emphasizing the reliability and precision
of the thimble method for the study of single individual sprays, particularly
in situations requiring precise control over spray behaviour. Notably, unique
behaviours were identified among different injectors, with notable differences in
spray penetration lengths in certain instances. However, a strong alignment was
identified between thimble-generated sprays and those produced by multi-plume
injectors, emphasizing the thimble method’s reliability for single spray analysis.
These studies also draw attention to the potential impact of manufacturing
variations in injector nozzles on injector performance, highlighting the need for
consideration in future enhancements of fuel injection processes.
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Chapter 7

Future Work

7.1 Work Done So Far

The research has been centered on unravelling the intricate dynamics of sprays
through a comprehensive investigation of various operational modes and their
corresponding optical techniques, as outlined in Table. 3.1. A research project
consists of four primary phases.

Phase-I: Non-reactive & Non-evaporative

In this initial phase, experiments were conducted using multi-plume config-
urations and Mie-scattering imaging methods. Additionally, the complexities
of single-plume configurations, including plume-blocking and plume-thimble
setups, alongside the utilization of diffuse back-light imaging, were explored.
These completed experiments constitute a significant portion of the research
findings. Specifically, four injectors were tested: A1, A2, B, and C, both with
a thimble (plume-thimble) and without (multi-plume). The two papers are
currently under review based on the results of Phase-I.

Phase-II: Non-reactive & Evaporative

In the subsequent phase, the focus shifted to experiments primarily centred
around single-plume configurations using a specific injector, namely Injector-
B. Notably, emphasis was placed on the thimble configuration. Various op-
tical methods were employed, including diffuse back-light, shadowgraph, and
Schlieren techniques. All experiments within this phase have been successfully
concluded, providing valuable insights into the behaviour of evaporating sprays.

Phase-III: Reactive Sprays

The research journey progressed into reactive sprays, where single-plume
thimble configurations with the same injector, B, were utilized. Optical tech-
niques such as shadowgraphy, Schlieren, and luminosity measurements were
employed. The experiments in this phase are complete, and active engagement
is underway in the analysis phase, where the data is being prepared for peer
review and publication.
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7.2 Current Status

The research is in the final stages of data analysis and paper writing for the
experiments conducted in Phase-II and Phase-III. This involves a compre-
hensive analysis of shadowgraphy, Schlieren, and luminosity data, all of which
play a pivotal role in comprehending the intricacies of both non-reactive and
evaporative and reactive spray behaviour. Diligent efforts are being made
to ensure the research findings are meticulously documented and poised for
submission to academic journals. Looking ahead, the immediate priority is to
finalize the two research papers from the experiments conducted during the
non-reactive, evaporative, and reactive spray phases and submit them for peer
review.

Phase-IV: Ballistic Imaging:
Simultaneously, there is active involvement in an ongoing experiment that

involves implementing ballistic imaging techniques. This endeavour aims to
provide deeper insights into the dynamics of sprays in the near-field region,
further enriching the research.



Chapter 8

Contributions

Paper-I

“Shape/penetration analysis of isolated spray plumes in a multi-hole Diesel
spray”

The main author conducted this research project in collaboration with
co-authors. The study examined the spray morphology of a multi-hole diesel
fuel injector within a constant-volume spray chamber, employing two different
methodologies for plume isolation. One method used a thimble-equipped
nozzle to isolate single plumes, while the other involved plume-blocking by
sealing the nozzle’s orifices. The findings revealed that the plume-blocking
approach resulted in greater penetration depth than the thimble-equipped
nozzle. However, this method is better suited for single-spray studies due to
its rapid penetration. Distinct spray disparities were also observed from a
clogged nozzle compared to an unblocked one, while the thimble-equipped nozzle
exhibited behaviour similar to a standard nozzle. These observations show how
sealed orifices modify flow distribution within the sac volume, subsequently
affecting spray characteristics. In summary, the research was collaborative,
with the main author primarily responsible for experimental design, meticulous
data collection, analysis, and manuscript preparation. This study enhances
the understanding of plume isolation techniques and their impact on spray
morphology, providing valuable insights into spray behaviour under varying
conditions.

Paper-II

“Manufacturing disparities and their effect on transient spray characteristics in
Diesel injectors”

This study, a collaborative effort with the main author’s co-authors, ad-
dresses concerns regarding inconsistent diesel injector performance attributed
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to manufacturing variations. We systematically analysed sprays from four dif-
ferent diesel injectors with multi-hole nozzles, focusing on their characteristics
under diverse injection conditions. Variations in hole dimensions were identified
as significant factors affecting spray and mixing processes. Experiments were
conducted in an optically accessible combustion vessel under various conditions,
providing insights into spray behaviour. We employed a Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) methodology to analyse spray penetration length variations
among the injectors, uncovering symmetric and asymmetric spray behaviours.
The main author conducted experiments, analysed data, and prepared the ma-
nuscript with co-author contributions. This research enhances understanding of
diesel injector performance and addresses challenges related to manufacturing
variations.
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